INTRODUCTION
The original study of a conical body of circular cross section at zero angle of attack inside a supersonic flow was developed by Taylor & Maccoll 1933 , see [1] . After this year a large amount of numerical and perturbation techniques were developed to approximate solutions and to deal with the problem.
In modern compressible flow literature, the same model and the hypotheses of stationary, non-rotational, constant entropy and null mass force and conic flow in spherical coordinates were developed with historical perspective by Anderson 2003, see [2] . However, the author claimed that there is no closed-form solution to the Taylor-Maccoll equation and that it must be solved numerically, and to expedite the numerical solution the author provided a numerical procedure by employing an inverse approach, that is the shock is assumed and the cone is calculated, in contrast with the direct strategy in which the cone is assumed and the shock is calculated. provides a good approximation for the boundary value problem, [3] .
Although, this handy solution, called the Conic Solution, is not similar to existing solutions, the set of solutions obtained were demonstrated to be valid only for lower cone angles Recent work by Ferreyra showed an analysis for higher cone angles, and as a result a closed form solution in the whole region
was obtained, see [4] . In this paper, due to the fact that closed form solutions are now available, [3] and [4] , and crossing region has been demonstrated to exist for lower cone angles, [3] , an analytical explanation is provided for the crossing phenomena in agreement with the physical and geometrical intuition.
CROSSING REGIONS FROM THE CONIC SOLUTION
The dimensionless Taylor-Maccoll equation in the modern form, see [2] , looks like as follows:
In Eq. (1), is an angle between the cone angle and the shock angle , and, in spherical coordinates, the velocity vector components are indicated as . The equation (1) where is the velocity of the current flow, is the mach number associated to , and is the ratio of specific heats. (4) Note that, for the Sign function there are two possible analytical descriptions Table 1 . The jump condition to cross regions (see [3] ) Physical Condition Sign + - Table 1 shows a correlation between the Sign function and the involved physics. In fact, since is the geometrical limit condition in which the cone begins to appear inside the flow, the tangential velocity must change the sign. 
